wall of water into a trough where she was pounded and smothered by
another similar black wall that fell upon hen A man was smashed to
death against the foremast, two others were swept overboard, a warden
was lifted from the gang-deck and hurled among the slaves, and of these
more than one sagged forward unconscious upon the oar against which
his ribs had been crushed. But the hinding-strakes were tight upon the
scuttles, and no water readied the hold. The galley rose like a cork
through the engulfing waters, and like a cork was tossed to the crest
of the next billow, even whilst under the pull of the starboard oars her
head was pivoted into the wind, taking yet another heavy sea before
the manoeuvre was complete.
By thea the main'of the fleet was a mile to the south-east, and
Sinan could account himself alone. Gradually he recovered breath,
and gradually the quaking of his enormous body settled down; for if
ail aboard had known terror in those moments, none had known a
terror as great as he by whose orders the thing had been done*
Before the end of that dreadful night, in the course of which Sinaa
died a thousand deaths, he came to regret the course which wisdom had
led him to adopt. For all his years aboard, his too sensitive stomach
had never become reconciled to the ruder vagaries of the sea; and as
the galley heaved under him to each succeeding crest, and fell shudder-
ing away with crashing impacts into the succeeding trough, he lay
prone on the divan in his tabernacle, a quivering, quaking mass of
flesh that groaned and sweated in anguished nausea. And all about
him, to clutter what little sense his sickness left him, the din was
infernal: the shrieking of the wind they breasted, the groan of straining
timbers, the rattle and clatter of blocks, the thud and crash of the seas
that swept over them, the grinding creak of the oars on their thtfles.
and through all, the groans, the invocations and imprecations of the
labouring slaves.
Nor did these labours result in much more than holding the position*
Of progress there was little. In all that night of toil the galley advanced
but a few miles, and when the dawn broke clear after the storm, all
that they could see of Sardinia was the hazy peak of Monte Severo to
the north of Spartivento. Something else they saw as the sun broke
forth from the ragged clouds that scudded eastwards. Not a mile distant
a green and white felucca with a bare mast was drifting helplessly, tossed
on the ground-swell that was the legacy of the now abated storm.
The trivial craft was not trivially regarded by Sinan, who neglected
no chance of picking up information.
Althougfo the waves were still long and heavy, the wind had fallen
to a mere breeze, and against this the galley was making as much
headway as could be expected from the lassitude of her rowers. Ths
helmsman veered a point, heading the vessel straight for the felucca.
There was some stir aboard the little craft. Men rose to view from
the shallow depth of her and one was seen to emerge from the gabled
structure, like a hen-coop, that made a cabin in the stern. Sweeps
were thrust out, but remained idle. If was as if an impulse to flight
had, on the score of its futility, been abandoned even as it took shape.
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